
These are words which are not completely decodable – either because they contain a GPC which has not yet been introduced, or 
because they contain a ‘tricky’ GPC that does not follow the general rules. They are also known as Common Exception Words 
(CEWs). Children should be encouraged to work out the decodable parts (if any) of Red Words before being supported with the 
‘tricky’ GPC.  

Common Exception Words - Reception Term 1  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the I he 
she is to 
go of as 
we are you 
into   



These are words which are not completely decodable – either because they contain a GPC which has not yet been introduced, or 
because they contain a ‘tricky’ GPC that does not follow the general rules. They are also known as Common Exception Words 
(CEWs). Children should be encouraged to work out the decodable parts (if any) of Red Words before being supported with the 
‘tricky’ GPC.  

Common Exception Words - Reception Term 2a 

 

Common Exception Words - Reception Term 2b 

 

ask our says 

they said was 

were put all 
there like 

 

be me his 
no so has 
do her my 
by   

be me his 
no so has 
do her my 
by   



These are words which are not completely decodable – either because they contain a GPC which has not yet been introduced, or 
because they contain a ‘tricky’ GPC that does not follow the general rules. They are also known as Common Exception Words 
(CEWs). Children should be encouraged to work out the decodable parts (if any) of Red Words before being supported with the 
‘tricky’ GPC.  

Common Exception Words - Reception Term 3a 

 

Common Exception Words - Reception Term 3a 

 

one once your 

love house full 
little 

  

 

 

here where today 
when what come 
some push pull 

friend school  out 



These are words which are not completely decodable – either because they contain a GPC which has not yet been introduced, or 
because they contain a ‘tricky’ GPC that does not follow the general rules. They are also known as Common Exception Words 
(CEWs). Children should be encouraged to work out the decodable parts (if any) of Red Words before being supported with the 
‘tricky’ GPC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


